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Acai Berry is said to be a great weight loss product. A website reveals 
the truth by a detailed analysis of all aspects to come out with a 
verdict. 

The effectiveness of weight loss pills is always debated. It is true that 
some weight loss pills help in losing pounds keep it off and improve 
overall energy. One should not get into something before doing some 
research. Obviously companies selling products will always says good 
about their product. Weightlossnpills.com did a comparison of some of 
top diet pills in market considering a range of important parameters. 

The parameters for comparison included Company reputation, Product 
price, Side effects, Ingredients used, Support, Long term benefits, 
Weight loss power, Money back guarantee, Re-order rates, Shipping 
and Positive User reviews. These are very carefully selected 
parameters which provide a common ground for comparing products 
from different manufacturer each of which had their own claims. 

There are many products, says director of website. C9Acai is a super 
concentrated extract of the Acai berry, and the only supplement to 
offer 1200mg of this extract per serving. The Acai berry promotes 
weight loss by many different methods, reducing fat through a multi-
pronged attack. Acai berry is also a great appetite suppressant. There 



are no any side effects even if you take C9Acai for long time. It can be 
used as weight loss medicine for both, men and women. 

PureAcaiBerry is another weight loss product which is a pure, freeze 
dried, maximum strength acai supplement. Studies have shown that 
this little berry is one of the most nutritious and powerful foods in the 
world. This version of Acai Berry Active is specifically geared toward 
men as a work out supplement. 

You can find plenty of information about them on their site as well as 
find many articles on weight loss. 

"Since lots of people searching to lose weight, there are many fly by 
night companies out there which try to sell their products by sales 
pitches and false promised," says directory of website. He also added 
to stay away from such products. 
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